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How it should be done

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The state-of-the-art design methods for relief systems are based upon the work of DIERS (Design Institute for Emergency Relief Systems) and subsequent supporting research. The principal steps in a procedure for the design of an emergency relief system follow an established flow chart as shown on this slide. Identification of scenariosCharacterisation of the reliefCalculations of the vent size and flow capacitiesDesign of the outlet or disposal systemsMechanical designDocumentation However…every step of the way brings a new opportunity to make mistakes! I will briefly describe some of them in this presentation



Scenario identification

• No identification at all.

• SV / disc provided by the supplier of the vessel (fire 
engulfment only), without any consideration for other 
scenarios (e.g. runaway reaction).

• Scenario identification following standards (e.g. API 
520/521, ISO 4162), but without specific scenarios.

• Standard scenarios + specific scenarios (identified 
during PHA).
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Presentation Notes
An emergency relief system must be designed for one specific scenario – that which requires the largest relief capacity among all of the potential relief scenarios. Typically there is no “one size fits all” Therefore, identification of the scenarios should be the first step in any Pressure Relief System design. Over the years, DEKRA has observed a number of deficiencies in this area, starting from No scenario identification whatsoever, or the identification missed a significant scenario.Quite often the relief device has been dimensioned for a fire engulfment case, considering a specific fluid inside the vessel. This fluid may not be what the vessel owner intents to put in there, so the relief device may be insufficient. Over time the use of equipment is often changed, not rarely these changes result in the EPRS being inadequate for the new situation.It is clear that a relief device and connected system is a safety critical element. Therefore, it must be designed taking into consideration the risk tolerability criteria of the operator. The only way to accomplish this is by performing a process hazard analysis and obtaining an extensive list of potential overpressure scenarios, their relief conditions and the risk associated.Missing runaway reaction scenarios or proper risk assessment is very typical when the plant was designed and built by a 3rd party. Quite often, they refer to general standards such as API 520 standards and criteria, and very rarely do they include the consideration of runaway chemical reactions or thermal decompositions. Also, quite often, the information that the owner has made available about chemical reactions is scarce if existent at all. It is also important to consider a fire-induced runaway or decomposition. If only the reaction energy is considered, you may undersize the vent. 



Chemical reactions

The release can be:

• A gas (generated by thermal decomposition).

• A vapour (from the solvent or reactant, as temperature 
increases).

• A liquid (typically solvent) carried over.

Other considerations:

• Possible thermal decomposition.

• Wrong materials?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the other hand, especially in the case of chemical reactors, it is essential to take into account the reaction being performed. A runaway chemical reaction can have a very significant thermal energy release, increasing the temperature of the reaction mass beyond the cooling capacity and therefore causing overpressure.Additionally, as the temperature increases, either one of the reactants or the final product can decompose, typically releasing a gas that will contribute to overpressure. Depending on the reaction conditions the flow that needs to be released can be:>> A gas (generated by thermal decomposition).>> A vapour (from the solvent or a reactant, as the temperature increases).>> A liquid (typically part of the solvent), carried over by vapours or gases, forming foams and two-phase flows. This last case is the quite common for runaway reactions and decompositions. Other considerations should include the thermal stability of the material, can it decompose ? and also the effects of loading wrong materials into a vesselThe result of a runaway reaction incident at T2 Laboratories on December, 2007 as shown on the picture here, It is an excellent example where a relief device (a rupture disc) did exist, opened when the set pressure was reached and yet, it failed to relieve the pressure because it had been improperly dimensioned. An animation of what occurred in detail can be viewed on the US Chemical Safety Board website.It is generally the case that runaway reactions or thermal decompositions require the largest venting areas (even larger than fire engulfment, traditionally considered the dimensioning case by default). In such cases the use of relief valves may not be possible and one needs to apply rupture disks and catch systems to assure adequate venting capacity.



Calculation of vent area

Main errors:

• The calculation is insufficiently supported by chemical 
reaction data.

• Scenarios with widely different flowrates are 
safeguarded by the same relief device.

• The calculated conditions of the scenario are unrealistic.
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Presentation Notes
Even for simple fire relief calculations, use of the wrong formulas can result in vastly undersized relief conditions.  In one scenario, credit was taken for adequate drainage and fire protection where neither existed. This again resulted in an undersized relief system.In relief scenarios associated with runaway reactions or thermal decompositions it is critical to use sound data, usually not available in the literature. Quite often, a number of laboratory tests have to be done in order to obtain the relevant data for all the scenarios considered. Obtaining all the data required might be costly. However, using the wrong data (for instance, for another similar reaction) can lead to a wrong sizing and is equivalent to not having identified the scenario.Multi-purpose reactors can be particularly challenging due to the wide range of products made in such vessels. Here it is key that the true worst case scenario is identified for sizing the pressure reliefs.It is frequently the case that the diverse scenarios identified have a wide range of required flowrates (sometimes spanning orders of magnitude). When one of the smaller scenarios actually happens, the valve will open. Since its capacity is very large compared with the required in this case (as it was designed for the large scenario), it will very rapidly relieve some fluids, and close again as the pressure has dropped. The figure here pictures this process.Although the initial pressure has been relieved, the scenario is not over yet, so the pressure will build up again, causing the opening and immediate closing of the valve. The cycle can repeat at a very fast rate, potentially damaging the valve’s internals causing it to stick open, closed, or somewhere in between. This phenomenon is called “chattering”. There are several ways to address this, but in order to get the design right, we first need to understand the different scenario’s in detail.



Disposal of release

Typical mistakes / things to take into account:

• Convoluted piping systems upstream or downstream 
(consider head losses).

• Large head losses upstream / downstream of a safety 
valve can also lead to chattering.

• Connecting different pressure levels to a common 
disposal system is normally a bad idea.

• Incompatible chemicals.

• Appropriate disposal of hazardous (e.g. flammable, 
toxic) liquids and gases.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All too often we observe the belief that once the gas, vapour or liquid is out of the relief device, nothing else matters. On the contrary, a bad design of pipework upstream or downstream of the relief device, or a careless disposal can even lead to the best designed relief device being ineffective.The most common mistake is to connect the relief device to a convoluted piping system, either upstream, downstream, or both.We need to remember that pressure relief valves and rupture discs operate under differential pressure between upstream and downstream sides. If the opening of a relief device causes pressure build up in the collectors downstream, this may prevent other devices from opening correctly in scenarios affecting adjacent vessels.Even if the relief device opens, the head losses in the piping can be so large that the pressure differential between the protected vessel and the final disposal point do not allow the flow rate required, resulting in the relief system being ineffective .Some mistakes can also happen in the disposal of fluids vented. It is usually not a good idea to vent hazardous gases, liquids or vapours directly to the atmosphere. Therefore, provisions must be taken to dispose of these fluids appropriately.When the gases or vapours are toxic or corrosive, they need to be treated in a flare or scrubber or, regulations permitting, be vented at sufficient height to be dispersed without causing harm. At present authorities or regulatory bodies are often requesting dispersion calculations to prove that concentrations at ground level will be harmless.These disposal requirements often induce mistakes that, again, limit the effectiveness of the EPRS. Reliability of an EPRS should always be considered as its fundamental design principle. If the EPRS fails, there will be an unallowable overpressure somewhere, causing catastrophic failure of vessels or other equipment, releasing hazardous materials in an uncontrolled manner. The relief devices (safety valves and rupture discs) have, themselves, a very simple design, in order to maximise reliability. Thus, the rest of the EPRS system (piping, valves, disposal systems) should have a similarly simple design. If a scrubber or a flare is the disposal systems of choice, their reliability must be guaranteed at the required level. And this includes, of course, periodic verification



Documentation

Not critical…unless there is a change. Then how do we 
know if:

• The changes give rise to new relief scenarios.

• The existing relief scenarios are still valid.

• The relief conditions are still valid.

• The risk associated to the existing scenarios has 
increased.

• If the system has sufficient capacity and reliability to 
safeguard any new scenarios, and any changes in the 
existing scenarios.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poor documentation of an EPRS does not normally prevent its correct operation … at least if nothing is changed to the plant.The problem starts when you want to make a change (a new reactant, catalyst or solvent, a different operating temperature, a new order of additions, a higher vessel loading, or an entirely new process…)In such cases nobody will be able to tell whether:>> The changes give rise to new relief scenarios.>> The existing relief scenarios are still valid.>> The relief conditions are still valid.>> The risk associated to the existing scenarios has increased.>> If the system has sufficient capacity and reliability to safeguard any new scenarios, and any changes in the existing scenarios.If the process safety culture of the owner of the plant is sufficiently high a poor documentation will lead to a re-design of the system.



Installation

Things to take into account:

• SVs / rupture discs are usually the last layer of 
protection.

• SVs / rupture discs fail on demand.

• Attention to proper flow direction.

• Supporting!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have all heard many stories about mistakes in the erection of industrial plants, and how construction must be checked carefully before startup. EPRSs have a couple of characteristics, worth considering in this context:>> Usually they are the ultimate layer of protection. If they fail, we can expect a catastrophic failure.>> They fail on demand. Therefore, we could only be sure that they are in a proper condition by testing. However, pressure relief valves are difficult to test in situ, and rupture discs cannot be tested at all.Therefore, a pre-startup safety review (PSSR) programme is an absolute must when the project involves an EPRS.When failing to do so you can compromise seriously the safety of the plant.In some cases the piping to and from the EPRS causes a problem, the mechanical forces during venting are significant, and may result in movements of the pipework, bending and ultimately blocking of the vent. For 2-phase flow from runaway reactions along large bore vent lines, the reaction forces can be huge, and we have seen cases where rupture of the vent line due to poor anchoring caused a secondary and far more severe incident. This shows the importance of PSSR for EVERY startup, not just when the equipment is new.



Installation

Things to take into account:

• SVs / rupture discs are usually the last layer of 
protection.

• SVs / rupture discs fail on demand.

• Attention to proper flow direction.

• Supporting!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example is the, Hedlund et al report. A case where a rupture disc was installed upside down because of a misreading of the drawings. Nobody checked the installation. As a consequence, a 90 m3 tank weighting 4 tons lifted off like a rocket, rose to about 30 m and landed on a van. Fortunately, there were no injuries. We have also seen things like blind flanges left at the inlet of pressure relief valves after a pressure test of the vessel they were intended to protect. In another case plastic caps installed by the overhaul company to protect the valves from contamination were not removed by the installation contractor.



Maintenance, inspection and MOC

Periodic testing & inspection is critical to maintain reliability 
of the system.

Management of change is critical to maintain sufficiency of 
the system.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As any other layer of protection that operates on demand, the status of an EPRS can only be checked by:>> Demanding it to work.>> Testing it.Relying on the system to work without any inspection is not a good idea, as equipment tend to deteriorate as times goes by. Especially if the environment is aggressive. The only way to maintain reliability of the system is, to inspect its components periodically. The obvious question is then, what should be the frequency of inspection? The contemporary answer to the question above is: it depends on the risk that the system is safeguarding; the higher the risk, the more frequent inspection is required. There are different standards available that provide procedures for risk based inspections and to determine frequencies.Where that is a nice starting point, bare in mind that maintenance and inspection frequencies should be reviewed according to site’s experience gained during the inspections. If a relief is removed for inspection and it does not look as expected or does not pass a bench test, could be a reason for revisiting the frequency.As we all know, poor management of change is in the origin of all sorts of troubles in process plants. It is clear that by introducing changes in the process, one can generate any of the mistakes described in this presentation, even if the EPRS was perfectly designed to begin with. Therefore, any management of change process should include the review of the entire EPRS, not only the valves or discs as often happens. In batch plants you often see that higher demands result in higher vesselloadings. This may result in the EPRS too small as the original design was for relieving gasses, while the new situation could result in 2-phase flows which require much larger vent areas.



Conclusion

A well designed, operated and maintained EPRS is a cost-
efficient highly reliable safeguard against unallowable 
overpressure in process plants. However, there are a 
number of common mistakes that can render the system 
inefficient or insufficiently reliable.

Being normally the last layer of protection before a 
catastrophic failure and release of hazardous materials and 
energy, special care should be taken along the entire 
lifecycle of the system. Also, all the auxiliary equipment 
(pipes, disposal systems…) should be given the same 
attention as the relief devices (valves, discs) themselves.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A well designed, operated and maintained EPRS is a cost-efficient highly reliable safeguard against unallowable overpressure in process plants. However, there are a number of common mistakes that can render the system inefficient or insufficiently reliable.Being normally the last layer of protection before a catastrophic failure and release of hazardous materials and energy, special care should be taken along the entire lifecycle of the system. Also, all the auxiliary equipment (pipes, disposal systems…) should be given the same attention as the relief devices (valves, discs) themselves.



Any questions?

Any questions?



Thank you for your attention!

DEKRA Process Safety
process-safety -n l@dekra .com
www.dekra-process-safety.n l  



Connecting two different pressure levels

Characteristic R-1001 R-1002

Design pressure 12 bar 100 mbar

Normal operating pressure 10 bar 50 mbar

Design temperature 200ºC 50ºC

Normal operating temperature 150ºC Room

Relief system SV @ 12 bar Disc @ 100 mbar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example:Connecting several vessels to a common collection system isalways tricky, as it can lead to interesting effects. Compatibility ofpressure and composition should be checked in all cases. It isusually a bad idea to connect relief devices with very different setpressures to a common collector. If the high-pressure deviceopens, it can create sufficient overpressure in the collector toprevent opening of the low-pressure relief devices.Even worse, if the low-pressure devices are rupture discs, theycould open backwards, thus pressurizing the low-pressure sectionof plant! Consider, for instance, the system of the picture on the right.The main characteristics of the two reactors are as shown on the table on the left.If the safety valve that protects R-1001 opens, it is very likely thatthe pressure in the collector will be much higher than 100 mbar, setpressure of the rupture disc that protects R-1002. The disc will thenbreak, allowing backflow of the fluids released from R-1001 intoR-1002, leading to unallowable overpressure and temperature inthis vessel and, hence, to its catastrophic rupture. Needless to say,the rupture disc not only is not helping, but it becomes the sourceof overpressure in R-1002! Believe it or not, we have seen designssimilar to this one along the years.There are two valid solutions to this case:>> (Preferred). Collect and dispose of high and low-pressuresystems separately.>> Collect both systems into an intermediate catch tank sufficientlylarge and well vented. The size and venting of such a vesselmust be designed so that if the safety valve in R-1001 opens, thepressure buildup in the catch tank is still small enough to allownormal operation of the rupture disc of R-1002. This type ofsolution usually leads to enormous catch tanks and requires anextremely accurate analysis of relieving scenarios in both vessels,to guarantee the correct sizing of the catch tank.



DEKRA Process Safety Solutions
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CONSULTING TESTING TRAINING INSTRUMENTS

Flammability
Hazards Fire Hazards

Chemical 
Reaction Hazards 
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Substances
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Energetic 
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PROCESS SAFETY MANAGEMENT

Human Factors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flammability Hazardso   Includes:§  gases, vapours, dusts§  Ignition sources (inc electrostatics)§  Hazardous area classification·       Fire Hazards·       Chemical Reaction Hazards and Thermally Unstable Substances·       Explosive / Highly Energetic Substance Hazards



Trusted Advisors for Process Safety Excellence

Page 
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Process Safety Management
Expert consulting services to 
support good PSM practice in 
your organization.

Process Safety Testing
Determining the hazardous properties 
of processes and process materials, 
conducted in our state-of-the-art 
laboratory test facilities sited around the 
globe.

Process Safety Consulting
An unrivalled technical consulting team, 
dedicated to assessing and problem-
solving every aspect of Process Safety.

Process Safety Academy
Expert training from our leading 
industry professionals via our 
unique Process Safety Academy.

Our value-adding and practical approach integrates specialist process safety management, 
engineering and testing. We seek to educate and grow client competence to provide sustainable 
performance improvement. 



Please contact us:

DEKRA Process Safety
process-safety-nl@dekra.com
www.dekra-process-safety.nl 

WE LOOK FORWARD SERVICING YOU
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